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With the possible exception
of arrow rests, bowhunt-
ing sights have witnessed

the most significant improvements in
design and function of any archery
equipment class in recent years.  It
wasn’t so long ago that most archery
sights consisted of stamped-out alu-
minum plates with slots cut through
them to hold threaded brass pins,
locked down with knurled nuts at
each end.  They were easy to bend
and break, and a brass pin at the edge
of legal shooting hours was difficult
indeed to aim finely with.  Even when
CNC machines entered the picture,
many sights proved difficult to adjust
and highly-prone to damage.

Companies such as Spot-Hogg,
Black Gold and Copper John – to
name but a few – began engineering
tougher designs that easily absorbed
normal bowhunting abuse and the
inevitable tumble on a dark trail.
TruGlo’s Paul LaRocco brought the
archery world light-gathering fiber
optics, forever changing the way
bowhunters looked at hunting sights.
TruGlo, Impact Archery and Vital
Gear, plus a bevy of similarly-innova-
tive manufacturers, continue to intro-
duce ever-brighter fiber-optic aiming
points.  

Bowhunters have never had it

better.  Sights have never been
tougher.  Sights have never been
brighter.  This truly is an instance of
customers having their cake and eat-
ing it too.

While bow buyers are always
good candidates for new accessories,
that shouldn’t be your only focus. If a
customer’s hunting sight is more than
a few years old, they’re missing out on
a world of rugged dependability and
added pin visibility.  This spells more
time shooting and less time tinkering.
This gives any bowhunter, young or
old, an accuracy edge through surer
aiming; whether drawing on a win-
ning 3-D target or a season-making
trophy.  For the most part this atten-
tion to quality, ruggedness and
brightness can be found across the
board with most bow-sight brands,
but in the interests of brevity we
chose only those we deemed the
utmost examples of paired toughness
and brightness.  Here are our top
picks for 2009.

Apex Gear
A relatively new sister company

to TruGlo, Apex shows many of the
attributes that have made TruGlo an
archery powerhouse.  When it comes
to the best combination of toughness
and brightness the choice is easy.  The

new Axim Series is a meld of fully-
machined aluminum, including one-
piece aperture/pin housing, and
extra-long, fully-protected wrapped
fibers.  Micro, stainless-steel tubes
encase fibers for ultimate protection
from damage, while a unique dual-
end fiber design allows for increased
pin brightness without added bulk.
The glow-in-the-dark-accented
shooting aperture is 1.8 inches in
diameter and accepts a 1.87 inch
scope lens, and holds an adjustable
level.  The reversible mounting brack-
et allows greater vertical adjustability
and the sight includes laser marks for
windage, elevation and pin position-
ing.  The sight comes with direct or
quick-detach-bracket mounting.
Both include a micro, push-button
light; in four-pin (.010, .019 or .029
diameter) and six-pin (.010 or .019
diameter).

Axcel Sights
Created by release-aid giant

T.R.U. Ball, Axcel Armortech-HD
sights have it all.  Armor Fiber
Technology provides 100 percent pro-
tection to fibers by fully enclosing
them in metal tubing.  This pin hous-
ing, along with micro-adjustable link-
age (including 2nd and 3rd axis
adjustments), Mathews Damper-
equipped (the HD in the name),
three-position, direct-mount bracket
creates a formidable package.  The
True Center Vision (T.C.V.) aperture
includes an “hour-glass” contour to
supply circular sighting even when
viewed from above or below straight
on.  Tool-less elevation and windage
knobs include 20 clicks per revolution
adjustability (.00156-inch per click),
pins can be micro adjusted via a sin-
gle adjustment knob, and the bubble
level can be positioned either top or
bottom.  Look for them in four ,  five ,
or seven pin models, with .010  or .019
inch diameter pins.

Apex Gear’s all-new Axim Series sights are made extra-tough through all-metal con-
struction and by having the pin fiber encased in stainless steel tubing. They are extra
bright through extended fiber optic material wrapped around the circular, one-piece pin-
guard/ sight head.
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Axion Archery
Another relative newcomer to the

industry, Axion has hit the ground
running with a multitude of rugged,
fiber-backed sights.  Forced to choose
only one, the Simplex Series passes
the rugged/bright test.  These are all
metal, CNC milled sights that are
lightweight but built to absorb plenty
of punishment.  Each sports 2 to 3
feet of .010  or .020 inch diameter
fiber for ultra-bright aiming points.
They include simple but solid dove-
tail windage and elevation adjust-
ment, 1-3/4 inch aperture highlight-
ed in white for fast peep alignment
and included blue light.  The Simplex
Loc (with Spider Claw) allows no-
tools removability for travel, but is
rock solid while in place.  They are
offered in black, Realtree AP HD and
Lost Camo patterns; with three, four,
five or seven pins.  

Black Gold 
Premium Bowsights

Black Gold’s Mike Ellig has been
designing rugged dependability into
sights for years.  His new FiberTrack
all metal pins (.019 inch diameter)
feature a micro groove that protects
the fiber from damage and Delrin
bushings for smooth movement.
Protected by a single piece, milled
6061 T6 aluminum aperture/housing
(found on all new FlashPoint sights),
bulletproof micro-adjust linkage and
no-nonsense direct-mount bracket
they’re built to withstand anything
your customers can dish out.
Streamlined SkyCoil Technology is at

the heart of Flash-
Point’s ultra bright
aiming points, extended fiber coiled
on top where it can absorb the most
light possible, protected by an inge-
nious photochromatic shell that
adjusts from clear in dim light to pur-
ple in bright so aiming points don’t
become overwhelming. The RedZone
is the flagship of the line for 2009, the
bottom pair of pins in the five  or
seven pin arrangement anodized red
as a warning that customers are
approaching the limit of their effec-
tive range.  It also features innovative
Inch Wheel Adjustment of each pin.
Knurled brass disks linked to each pin
are calibrated so one full turn equals
one inch at 20 yards for faster sight in.
The direct mount bracket is designed
to provide 2nd and 3rd axis adjusta-
bility without added parts.  Look for
them in black or camo anodize. 

Cobra Bow Hunting Products
Cobra’s no stranger to

bowhunters, long known for sights
that provide plenty of bang for the
buck.  New for 2009 the Boomslang
Plus six pin and four pin continue
that Cobra tradition.  These are light-
weight and compact sight designs
milled from solid aluminum.  The 2
inch aperture includes a glow orange
aperture ring for quick peep align-
ment and holds six or four fully pro-
tected, .019 inch diameter all-metal
pins.  Each sight carries more than 6
feet of wrapped fiber for extra-bright
pins, plus a rheostat light is available
for still more low-light brightness.

Look for them in black, Realtree
Hardwoods HD and Lost Camo.

Copper John
To show the world just how

rugged Dead Nuts sights are, Copper
John owners Craig and Doug Springer
parked a truck on top of one to prove
their point.  The sight emerged
undamaged.  In addition to nail-
tough, all-metal construction, new
IronClad fiber optics includes a .029
inch diameter that can bear more
than 10 pounds without failing, mak-
ing it one of the strongest pin fibers in
the industry.  This fiber is held by SGT
(Speed Gap Technology) metal pins
backed by extra-long fiber wrapped
around the 2.29 inch aperture and
covered by a clear, impact-resistant
shell.  The Widowmaker is only one
sight in the line, holding three or five
zero-gap pins (more can be added via
field replaceable .019  or .029  inch
diameter pin/fiber).  A jeweled
orange highlight aperture makes for
rapid peep alignment and excellent
dampening performance – just part
of the sight’s built-in dampening
measures.  It includes a bubble level
and light, and comes in black,
Realtree Hardwoods and Lost Camo
finishes.                  

Extreme Archery Products
Extreme’s RT Series epitomizes

everything the title of this feature sug-
gests; ultimate toughness and extra
bright aiming points.  The round pin

The Axion AX-825 comes with five pins fed by .020 inch fiber that’s
protected in a tube that runs back through the mounting bar. Visible
near the end of the tube is the included light that illuminates the tube
in the circular opening that clamps up against the bow riser. With this
remote lighting, no stray light can spill to interfere with visibility. You
can order this same style of sight with three to seven pins, in a choice of
fiber sizes and in either the black shown, Lost Camo or AP.

Black Gold’s FlashPoint RedZone is made tough via
machined-aluminum construction, super bright via SkyCoil
Technology storing extended fiber material in a photochro-
matic case on top of the sight. Two RedZone red-anodized
bottom pins alert the hunter he’s nearing the limits of his or
her effective shooting range .
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guard, adjustment linkage and exten-
sion bracket are totally machined alu-
minum, holding four (RT 900) or five
(RT 1000) stainless steel pins.  A poly-
carbonate pin shield protects the
back of the fiber optics extending
more than 2.5 feet and contained in
clear plastic tubing running through
the mounting bracket center.  Quick-

change fibers can be replaced with-
out moving pins and the aperture
includes a bright-orange peep-cen-
tering ring.  They accept Extreme’s
Tail Light System and can be had in
Realtree AP, APG and Hardwoods
Green HD, or Lost Camo.    

FUSE Accessories
The new Maxxis sight

includes a plethora of features
serious bowhunters will
appreciate.  Machined from
100 percent bar-stock alu-
minum and featuring durable
Metal Optic Pins, they also
offer more than 5 feet of ultra-
bright fiber optic material
held in protective onboard
spools.  They include 2nd and
3rd axis leveling capabilities,
precision dove-tail adjust-
ment with micro-adjust and
silky-smooth travel, and your
customer’s choice of .019 or
.029 inch diameter pins.  They
also offer FUSE’s exclusive
ShockRod Technology to help

eliminate game-spooking noise and
vibrations.  The Maxxis is available in
three or five pin models, standard or
micro adjustable and covered in
black or Realtree APG camouflage.        

G5 Outdoors
G5’s Lou Grace is a bowhunting

engineer who’s always thinking out-
side the box.  One of his revolutionary
developments is sights boasting mag-
nesium alloy construction.
Magnesium is 32 percent lighter than
aluminum but just as strong, with
vibration dampening properties far
superior to steel, aluminum or even
plastics.  Other noteworthy innova-
tions include single-screw, micro-
adjustable Generation 2.0 (MIM
steel) Smart Pins, Hooded Visor to
increase contrast between pins and
target, built-in rubber Arrow Bumper
at the bottom of the one-piece sight
window to eliminate arrow clanks,
and rock-solid 3X micro adjustments.
The new Optix XR2 is a sight for a new
generation of bowhunters.  It
includes a single fixed pin on top, a
bottom Hybrid Floating (moveable)
Smart Pin linked to a precision

RT 900 (above) and RT 1000 (right) models from Extreme
Archery are shown here in the Lost Camo finish. The four-pin RT
900 is a direct mount style, while the RT 1000 has a dovetail. At
the 2009 ATA Show Extreme Archery introduced a Bone Collector
Series (lower right) that comes in both mounting options. Bone
Collector  models use beefed-up machined aluminum compo-
nents and add micro adjustment for windage and elevation.
Bone Collector sights also feature tool-free lockdowns and accept
optional powered lenses. Any of these three series will accept a
light that screws in at the tail end of the fiber optic tube, where it
doesn’t interfere with mounting a quiver.

By storing long, extended pin fibers in side-mounted coils, Maxxis sights from FUSE fea-
ture more than 5 feet of fiber, stored inside a compact and lightweight unit milled of 100
percent metal and holding ShockRod Technology vibration dampeners. A gang adjust
model is shown at lower left, a micro adjust at lower right.
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Optic XR Series sights are constructed of strong yet
lightweight magnesium alloy, that alone sets them
apart from the pack. They also feature stationary top
pin and a bottom “floating” (moveable) pin for longer
shots – among many other features.
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yardage-adjustment dial for unclut-
tered long-range shooting.  Pins are
offered in .019  or .029 inch diameter.
To round out its features the sight
includes a harmonic dampener, 3rd-
axis tuning, optional L.E.D. rheostat
light and Realtree Hardwoods finish.

Impact Archery
One of the first companies to

wrap long hanks of fiber around
round apertures to create brighter
aiming points, Impact is also known
for sights that are big on reliability.
The new Flex Series is a lightweight
and highly-compact design including
a CNC-machined aluminum mount-
ing bracket and adjustment linkage
and a tough, 1.75 inch diameter poly
pin guard, each holding 1.5 to 2.5 feet
of .020 inch diameter fiber optic
material in clear, protective tubing
extending through the mounting

bracket for excellent low-light pin vis-
ibility.  They feature straight-forward
dovetail windage and elevation
adjustment.  They come in black or
Realtree AP camouflage, and with
three or five pins.

LimbSaver
Another one of archery’s innova-

tors, leave it to Steve Sims to think of
something different in way of
bowhunting sights.  The Prism-Lite
Sight incorporates innovative “Solar-
Powered” Light-Trap Collection
Technology (think magnifying glass)
to efficiently transfer ambient light to
fiber-optic material and intensify pin
brightness during all light conditions.
The new, lighter design includes three
or five  pin models equipped with

.019 or .029 inch
fiber/metal Thin Pins,
2 inch, white-accented
peep-alignment ring
with bubble level and
m i l l e d - a l u m i n u m
construction.  They are
offered in soft matt
Black or Next
Generation G-1
Camouflage finishes.

Opti-Logic
Better known for

the original tilt-com-
pensated rangefinder,
Opti-Logic has

applied similar technology to bow
sights to help customers shoot better.
The new Axis I is a three-pin sight
with a built-in electronic bow level.
The system illuminates the pins and
indicates when the bow is being held
level – without a bubble level.  It
includes auto power-down, push-
button level reset and user-program-
mable sensitivity adjustment.  

PSE Archery
PSE has always made a solid bow

sight.  This year they really pulled out
the stops to create a series both tough
and bright.  Eclipse sights are engi-
neered to perform under the harshest
conditions, with one piece
machined-aluminum housing,
dependable dove tail  or micro-
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Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Profi t Central
Instant Arrow Glue
Our Instant Arrow Glue is a great addition 
to our line of quality adhesives. Available in 
1 oz. and 2 oz. bottles, this is an extremely 
cost effective glue for the pro shop or the 
individual. The Instant Arrow Glue is excellent 
for fl etching arrows and gluing inserts.  In fact, 
it is the only glue you will need to buy if you 
are working on aluminum, carbon, and even 
wood shafts.
Cat. No. 2601  1oz.
Cat. No. 2602  2oz.
Cat. No. 2616  16oz.

Pine Ridge Archery
Toll-Free: 877-746-7434
pineridgearchery.com

Great Dealer 
Margins!

Silicone Peep Sight Tubing
NO MORE ROTTING OR CRACKING!  Our silicone 
tubing will last longer, and even goes onto the peep 
fi ttings much easier than latex or rubber tubing.  
DON’T RISK IT, CHANGE YOUR’S TODAY!

Cat. No. 2522 - 3ft. Silicone Peep Sight Tubing
Cat. No. 2523 - 50ft. Silicone Peep Sight Tubing

Made in U.S.A.

Archer’s Allen Wrench / Holster
The “Archer’s Allen Wrench” set is made of
Tungsten steel and is guaranteed to not strip out.   
The new Holster allows you to keep wrench on 
your side and ready at all times.
Cat. No. 2520  Archer’s Allen Wrench Set
Cat. No. 2521  Archer’s Allen Wrench Set XL
Cat. No. 2519  Wrench & Holster Combo

Lifetime Guarantee

1oz.
2oz.

16oz.

LimbSaver’s Prism-Lite Sight includes a magnifying lens above the coiled fiber-optic chamber that gathers
and intensifies light to make aiming points brighter in any lighting conditions. All-metal construction makes
them tough as nails.

The spanking-new Eclipse Series sights
from PSE Archery are the epitome of every-
thing that’s good about the best in modern
bow sights. They include all-metal con-
struction for unsurpassed durability and
extra-long, aperture-wrapped fiber-backed
pins for bright aiming points in the poorest
light.
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adjustable windage and elevation
and a rugged machined mounting
base.  The Eclipse includes dove tail
adjustments, the Eclipse Micro
threaded micro-adjustment.  Each
includes a 2 inch, lens-capable aper-
ture and holds five .019 inch, high-
quality fiber-optic/metal pins and
bubble level.  The Eclipse Pro
includes a longer extension bar and
micro adjustment.

Spot-Hogg
Spot-Hogg deserves much of the

credit for starting the ball rolling on
the bulletproof sight revolution, pro-
viding industrial-strength milled-
6061 aluminum sights with over-
sized adjustment bolts assuring the
highest degree of reliability.  The
Right On is a basic yet highly-func-
tional sight built to perform in the
toughest conditions.  It includes
heavy duty clamping screws, preci-
sion-installed bubble level, individu-
ally micro-adjustable metal pins,
one-piece round pin guard with
bright-white alignment ring and ver-
tical aiming wire for faster target
alignment or lining up on 3-D target
legs.  Each pin’s adjusted on a pivot
for zero-pin gap made easy and fiber
aiming points are now extended and
aperture-wrapped to offer added
brightness.  They can be ordered
with three, five or seven pins, .010 ,
.019  or .029 inch diameter, and large
or small pin guard. 

Sure-Loc Archery 
A target sight legend, Sure-Loc

entered the bowhunting sight arena

more recently with the Lethal
Weapon, a design I always consid-
ered overkill for the average
bowhunter.  The newer QC 2 is a sim-
pler design combining bowhunting
reliability with brighter aiming
points.  It’s lightweight, easy to
adjust and includes a Quick Change
(QC) Pin Module that allows cus-
tomers to switch pin configurations
as circumstances dictate, say
between hunting and target setups.
It includes deadly accurate .0015
inch micro windage adjustment,
lightweight Isogrid pin guard and
extension bar, easy slide individual
metal Thin Pin and gang elevation
adjustment, dual track pin system
for tight gapping, 3rd-axis leveling
and a non glare bubble level.  Tough
fiber extends through the side of the
sight, protected by clear plastic tub-
ing for brighter aiming points.

Choose from four or  five pin models
with .010, .019  or .029 inch diameter
steel/fiber pins; offered in black
anodize, film-dipped Realtree APG
HD or Lost Camo.

Toxonics Archery Sights
If rugged, bright and highly

functional are the criteria, you can
hardly ignore hunting-sight expert
Toxonics.  The new Solotrak – SP
Series includes a single row of over-
lapping, snag-proof, rigid-steel pins
to provide a perfectly straight row of
aligned aiming points. The center
pin is straight, upper and low pin
bodies are angled so you can achieve
zero pin gap with a single track in
bows shooting up to 360 fps.
Solotrak configuration allows for
multiple-diameter pin configurations
and the ability to add or remove pins
at will to create a custom sight for any
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New Solotrak models from Toxonics combine
Metal Optic pins formed at three angles so you
can provide zero pin gap in a single track sight
where aim points are perfectly aligned. This top
of the line model incorporates tool-less gang
adjustments and ball click micro adjustments.

Right On models from Spot Hogg come with or without wrapped
fiber optics, with small or large guards, and three, five or seven
pins. Then you’ll need to choose from .010, .019 and .029 pin sizes.
You can customize pin sizes and colors within an individual sight for
a small charge and even opt for aluminum pins with no fiber optic.

Shown in Lost Camo, this Sure-Loc QC2 Model 200
can be set up with optional pin modules so your cus-
tomer doesn’t have to move individual pins when
switching between hunting and target shooting.
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need.  This means placing, say, a
high-visibility .029 inch pin on top for
close range and thinner .010 on the
bottom to cover less target on longer
shots.  Solotrak pins are numbered
one through five to make arrange-
ment easier.  “Extension Cord” fiber-
optic tubing housing allows aiming
point extensions to wrap in a long
loop flush between the solid mount-
ing bracket and bow riser for ultimate
fiber protection. Designer  Scott
Slates said it’s easy to change fibers or
entire pins, so easy that they market
replacement fibers to hunters who
want to customize their pin color.

Trophy Ridge
Brought to you by the company

who gave the industry accuracy
enhancing vertical in-line pin tech-
nology, the new Alpha V5 is the
brightest and most indestructible
sight in an impressive lineup.  It
includes a lightweight yet rugged alu-
minum pin housing holding five
Metal Injection Molded (MIM) steel
pins and incorporating a no snag
fiber routing system to keep fibers out
of harm’s way.  Each .019 inch diame-
ter fiber pin includes 18 inches of
extended material for added bright-
ness, encased in a front-mounted,
clear fiber-optic containment ring
that soaks up more light and keeps
fibers safe from damage.  Other fea-

tures sure to make this a big seller are
patented Contrast Glo Ring aperture
with Spectral Distribution
Technology for precise, effortless
peep alignment, quick-ID TIC pins,
and individually micro-adjustable,
laser-marked vertical pins each con-
trolled by a single screw.  The
reversible mounting bracket and
adjustment linkage (with oversized
locking bolts) is also milled of rugged
aluminum.  The Sight Light Housing
accepts TR’s 3-Position Rheostat Sight
Light, containing light inside of the
fiber chamber to eliminate blinding
bleed-over.

TruGlo
“When Brightness Counts”

bowhunters turn to TruGlo.  TruGlo
not only introduced fiber optics to
bowhunting, they’ve been busy

designing sights to keep those fibers
safer from damage ever since.  The
all-new Micro Brite is the latest in
that quest for uncompromising
dependability combined with
brightness.  Its new, patented stain-
less steel pin design uses smaller pin
diameters for longer ranges than for
short, each aiming point backed by
extra long, highly-protected, aper-
ture-wrapped fibers.  They include
ultra-fine click windage and eleva-
tion adjustment requiring no tools.
Pins align precisely for zero pin gap,
and the round, glow-in-the-dark
accented aperture includes a 1.8
inch diameter.  The one-piece pin
housing, adjustment linkage and
reversible mounting bracket are all
milled, high-grade aluminum.  They
also include a new micro push but-
ton light built into a chamber to
reduce unwanted glare.  They’re
available in 1x.029, 2x.019 and
2x.010; 1x.029, 1x.019 and 1x.010; or
5x.010 inch pin-diameter configura-

Circle 217 on Response Card

Inline pins on the new Alpha V5
from Trophy Ridge are individual-
ly micro adjustable by turning set
screws in the bottom plate. This
pin style offers a great view of the
target. From inside a blind you’ll
still be able to  see the individual
aim points because they are the
TIC style with the metal points pro-
jecting out both sides.
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tions; plus a dove-tail quick-detach
extension-bracket option.

Viper Archery Products
One look at the Viper line tells

you they’re built to last.  Head-to-toe
milled aluminum construction and
stainless steel pins make them
ruggedly dependable, while extended
fiber aiming points encased in a clear
plastic tube, channeled through the
mounting bracket, make them bright.

The Viper H500 is one of the toughest,
as it is CNC machined from 6061-T6
aluminum, the same kind used to
built aircraft parts, and designed to be
lightweight.  The round pin guard
with white peep-alignment ring with
hash marks around its circumference
aids faster aiming, the oversized bub-
ble level assuring consistent accuracy.
The sight comes with four .010 , .019
or .029 inch diameter pins, equipped
with some of the toughest fiber in the
business.  Choose from black, Lost
Camo, or Realtree AP and APG HD.

Vital Gear
Vital bow sights are all about

brightness.  There isn’t a sight in the
substantial lineup that’s not as bright
as anything around.  Forced to
choose but one, Multi-Ring
Technology sights would be it.  Owner
Ben Afshari makes them tough and
bright by backing each pin with 3 feet
of fiber and wrapping them around
individually-milled aluminum aper-
tures, and then encasing that fiber in
clear, rubberized plastic.  I’ve never
had one fail.  Beneath those fibers is a

layer of glow-in-the-dark material to
further accentuate pin brightness
when light begins to fail.  “Stacked,”
independently micro adjustable rings
each hold a single pin, adjustable for
tight gapping.  Solid-aluminum con-
struction allows micro windage and
elevation adjustments.  Also unique
are Angular Pins, coming from about
the 4 o’clock position on the aperture
for less target coverage while aiming.
(Afshari says the mind tends to ignore
the slanted sight post).  Pin configura-
tion options include Triangle (three
Angular Pins), QuadAngle (four
Angular), Pentagon (five Angular),
Tracker 4 (one vertical, three Angular)
and Tracker 5 (one vertical and four
Angular), green/yellow/red or
green/yellow only.

Get The Peep Out 
Peep-eliminating sights have

become more popular for several rea-
sons.  They are just the ticket for aging
bowhunters who have a difficult time
focusing on a peep and sight simulta-
neously (especially in low light), they
help completely eliminate accuracy-

robbing torque, alleviate
worries of proper peep rota-
tion at the moment of truth,
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TruGlo’s Paul LoRocco brought fiber optics to archery. Ever since,
he’s been working to make his super-bright fiber-optic sights more
dependable, trouble free and hunter friendly. The all-new Micro-

Brite is the culmination of those long efforts. It’s available in fixed
or detachable bracket styles. The fiber optics are routed inside
stainless steel tubes and micro lights are included.

In a highly-impressive lineup of super-bright bowhunt-
ing sights, Vital Gear’s Multi-Ring Technology sights are
some of the brightest and toughest. Three feet of fiber
per pin is wrapped over glow-in-the-dark material and
around individual, milled-aluminum pin rings, and then
covered in tough, clear plastic.
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and remove the weight of the peep
from the string to make any bow
faster.  Removing the peep from the
equation makes low-light shooting
easier for any shooter.

The Hind Sight is one such
design, four bright-white “pointer”
cross-hairs set at 45 degree angles
used to center the proper pin
according to range.  The newest
models, like the Eclipse, combine a
Peep Eliminator Magnum rear aper-
ture with a TruGlo Tru-Site Xtreme
for precise no peep sighting.  The
works are CNC machined of 6061
aluminum to create a 9 inch space
between sight pins and rear aper-
ture. The sight includes three .029-
inch fiber-backed pins, extended
and wrapped about the sight aper-
ture for better  light gathering, plus a

glow-in-the-dark sighting ring for
faster alignment.  It is available with
a LED. light.  

The original Peep Eliminator
Compound Bow Rifle Alignment
Sight system comes with a 30-day
return guarantee that your customers
will “Shoot Earlier, Shoot Later, Shoot
Quicker, Shoot Better.”  This is essen-
tially a rear extension bracket that
mounts behind the riser, a classic V-
notch familiar to rifle hunters used in
conjunction with any standard bow-
sight pins as the “front bead.”  The
system allows shooting greater dis-
tances with fewer pins since you tilt
the bow slightly, rather than raise or
lower.  The Peep Eliminator is milled
of solid aluminum and includes dual
TruGlo green fiber dots to each side of
the rear rifle notch for low-light visi-
bility.  A sight-light bracket is also
available.

If your customers are pre-
dominately whitetail hunters,
rest assured a peep-eliminat-
ing sight is something they will
seriously consider.  This might
require some salesmanship on
your part, as many bowhunters
(and I’ll include myself) are
highly allergic to change, to
anything departing from the
norm.  Like mechanical broad-
heads, like drop-away arrow
rests, peep-eliminating sights
are a decided step outside the
box – for the time being.  Once
bowhunters better understand

the advantages of this design – some-
thing you are there to make clear –
more customers will no doubt
embrace them.

Bowhunting is full of potential
pitfalls.  Sight pins are bent or fibers
snagged while hauling a bow into a
tree-stand via a pull-up rope, tired or
hurried western hunters are sent
tumbling down a hillside by a loose
rock, bows are jostled and beat up
riding in the back of a pickup while
heading afield.  Customers want a
sight they can depend on even if they
aren’t being as careful with their
equipment as they could be.  Too, as
every bowhunter understands – espe-
cially the Eastern whitetail hunter —
the biggest game generally moves
best when shooting light is worst.
Serious bowhunters want a sight that
gives them an edge in such low-light
conditions.  The industry has deliv-
ered on both accounts – most often in
a single unit.  Yes, your customers can
have their cake – increased rugged-
ness – and eat it too – with brighter
aiming points!    

Circle 138 on Response Card

The Eclipse provides this view when
you line it up (above), as the glow ring
on the front sight surrounds the rear
ring. Hind Sight forms the angled
crosshairs of an advanced luminescent
material that glows for hours.

The Peep Eliminator allows you to align
any front pin sight with a rear V-notch
that’s highlighted on either side with
green fiber optic alignment points.
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